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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
This section covers the underlying objectives the product aims to achieve.
Blockchain technology and Crypto currencies are transforming the world and the
Diamond industry is no exception. GlitzKoin (hereinafter referred to as ‘GTN’) has been
designed to encompass the various issues faced by the industry. The need for
transparency, visibility and objectivity in the diamond industry was felt many decades
ago. The need for person to person contact when processing a diamond purchase or
sale, limited the size of the market. GTN focuses on integrating the best features of the
conventional diamond industry with, the utility and functionality of the latest blockchain
technology inorder to optimize its usage in the current markets.
INTENDED AUDIENCE AND PERTINENT SECTIONS
This section covers the parties who are intended to benefit from this product or platform.
All personnel who wish to gain knowledge about the product as well users of the
Diamond Exchange (hereinafter referred to as ‘DiaEx’) platform. The document will serve
majorly to technical audience, for them to understand better about the implementation
of the system. It can also be beneficial for the non-technical readers. The User Manual is
intended to serve DiaEx users at a greater extent, for ease of operations.

PROJECT SCOPE
This section covers a brief overview of the project alongwith step by step User Guide for
undertaking operations on DiaEx.
The platform supports diamond trade at all levels and is designed to handle B2B and B2C
transactions. GTN as a project aims to work on the purpose of resolving all the
uneducated matter that is eventually affecting the $90 Billion diamond industry. The
scope of the project includes offering of a multi-faceted token, GTN based on stellar
blockchain. Token, which is primarily accepted on the in-house diamond trading
platform supporting crypto payments and is in discussion with potential partnerships with
several platforms who are open to accepting crypto as payment method.The objectives
include but not limited to, integrating the latest technology into the diamond industry
supply chain and decentralize market place for trade in diamonds along with tracking
stones, all through their value-added journey.
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DESCRIPTION
PRODUCT PERSPECTIVE
This section gives out a summary of the product that enables to achieve specific
objectives.
The primary objective is to incorporate the latest technology into the diamond industry
supply chain in a way that can open up a new platform, giving opportunities to diamond
traders across the globe to trade into wide variety of verified and renowned by
certifications that industry banks on. Also, with the fast transaction settlement option as
GTN in currency, the product aims to eliminate inefficiencies that are inherent to
paper-based transaction processing. On a wider scale, the objective is to decentralize
the market place for diamonds, which will lead to the global buyers and sellers to
seamlessly trade their diamonds on a single platform. The product consists of two
separate work flows: Buyer and Seller, as the client facing modules. Underneath, several
modules empower the smooth operations of business for both the categories, with a
strong architecture engineered to handle sizeable traffic on the portal, thorough validity
checks and security measure thataffirm the portal safety for the diamond traders to
operate their business on. Above all, it’s avails simple yet robust transaction settling in GTN
as payment currency.
FEATURES
This section outlines the features of platform that contribute to effectiveness of the overall
functionality.
DiaEx- Diamond trading platform that supports GTN as payment option, is packed with
enriching features for diamond traders across the globe. All the modules have been
combined into the simplest forms, to ensure the smooth interaction of traders and clients
with the portal, making it easy for them to carry out their buying and selling operations in
a manner that’s most effective and timely manner. With GTN as the only payment
currency, the process of fund transferring happens swiftly and transaction settlement
speedis as minimal as it could ever get. GTN backed by stellar network is capable to
seamlessly process 1,000 transactions per second even with as many as, 1 billion accounts
on the ledger. Stellar is a new global payment networkthat can directly transfer digital
money anywhere in theworld in seconds. The key innovation is a secure
transactionmechanism across untrustedintermediaries, using a newByzantine agreement
protocol called Stellar Consensus Protocol (hereinafter referred to as ‘SCP’). With SCP,
each institution specifies other institutions to remainin agreement with each other;
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through the global interconnectedness of thefinancial system. The whole network then
agrees on atomictransactions spanning arbitrary institutions,with no solvency or
exchange-rate risk from intermediary asset issuersor market makers. GTN in line with the
stellar, inherits all the parent features and has proven to be a long lasting and technically
strong and secured digital asset in the market.
USER OVERVIEW
This section, for the convenience of understanding, defines groups, and describes user
characteristics.
DiaEx as platform consists of 2 types of users facing the client side, in simple language
users of the application can choose to be either Buyer or Seller on the diamond trading
platform. The onboarding process for both the user types remain the same, though after
onboarding, the flow covers the purpose of them being on the platform which we
describe as below:
• Buyer: The predominant objective of a user as a Buyer is to review the items available
on the portal and to hand pick as per their preference, followed by completing a
payment transaction, for their purchase. In our case, DiaEx is an e-commerce portal
to one of the most luxurious items- diamonds. It consists of diamonds of all types and
shapes, listed by sellers across the globe.DiaEx is a potential power house for the
buyers who hold theirinterest in this rare stone. There are several modules under Buyer,
which are as below:
• Diamond List: Module that eases up the process of locating the perfect diamond
that suits the requirement of the Buyer amongst several other diamond listed on the
portal. One can search the diamond using our varied parameters such as shape, size,
color, grade, cost, etc.and filter out the diamonds available on the portal as per the
requirement.
• Cart Page: Once the buyer is finished shortlisting the precious stones of their choice,
they can add it to the cart and proceed to checkout, by paying for his selection.
• Check-out and Payment: DiaEx is unique in comparison to other e-commerce
portal, firstly by the value of the item it sells, and second by accepting GTN as
payment currency. The world is moving towards digitization and the settlement of
payments has to be ahead in the race. DiaEx,as it’s powered by GTN as a payment
mode, allows Buyer to pay for his selected items in terms of GTN.Once Buyer decides
to pay, a wallet address with a timer-limit flashes on to the screen where the portal
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awaits for settlement of the transaction. In other words, Buyer has to transfer the
equivalent GTN into their wallet within the prescribed time, and it’s done. The
diamond is yours! The entire portal is built with a vision of keeping simplicity and
security as the key.
• Acknowledgement: Once the Buyer is through the process of settling the
transaction, they receive an acknowledgement mail containing invoice from the
portal against their purchase and then has to wait for the delivery of diamond, as
per address details shared by them.
• Seller: The other half of Buyer is the Seller. These are the users who give value to the
platform by listing state of the art diamonds from their inventory that can be
purchased by the other half of the system, the Buyers. DiaEx, asa platform, owns the
responsibility of serving the Sellers and allowing them to seamlessly list their inventory
with DiaEx, and at the same time covering every detail required for a Buyer to make
their decision, over the stone uploaded by the seller. There are several modules under
Buyer, which are as below:
• My Listing: This is a dedicated page that allows the Seller to understand their current
inventory and the status of each listing that appears on the platform. For example,
Quick Edit option is available to make changes to the stones which are not sold or
booked yet.
• Add diamond: This module forms an important part of the DiaEx platform, including
the Seller. It accumulates diversified and detailed information covering every aspect
of the product, required for a Seller to sell his diamond and the Buyer to make his
decision on the stone. The Seller, with the rest of the details, also uploads certificate
and the image which is later verified by the expert team of GTN and DiaEx, to ensure
that the platform nly hosts world class and genuine diamonds. Every diamond
uploaded requires approval by the DiaEx’s in-house team. The Buyers only see the
approved diamonds on their board.
•Order History: Under this module, Seller understands all the latest update to
transactions on the inventory, at one glance, on the ‘Order History’ page. Also,
email-based acknowledgment is configured for both Seller and Buyer with regards to
transactions performed by either party.
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OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
The solution can be accessed using Internet Explorer 8 and above, Mozilla Firefox and
Chrome.
SYSTEM SPECIFCIATION
This section covers minimum system specifications required for optimum functioning.
•
•
•
•

PHP-based web solution hosted on GTN cloud servers. The application is a
standalone application with no requirement for any external system integration.
Database to store the user activity and logs transactions other than being stored on
stellar blockchain, is stored on MySQL server.
The system has controlled access based on user privileges which is managed by
system admin.
Modules such as Maker-checker for every entry is present on the system.
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PROCESS FLOW
This section outlines process flowchart which covers Buyer-Seller journey on the
application.

Figure 1: Process flowchart
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APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
BUYER’S GUIDE
The section is focused in serving as a detail guide for the audience who would like to
make purchases, of some of the most handpicked diamonds across globe, in a fast and
secured manner.
Profile and Buyer Process:
• Attached is a snapshot directly from the Buyer’s dashboard. Mainly there are 3 tabs
as follows:
• Order history
• Profile
• Buy more
• The attached screenshot represents ‘PROFILE’ module where the Buyer can review
information submitted by him at the time of registration, where they can also
understand their KYC status. The Buyer is allowed to edit few fields here inorder to
update the profile.

Figure 2: Buyer's profile
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•

‘BUY MORE’ section is one of the most sections for the Buyer, allowing to search from
the vast inventory of handpicked-authenticated diamonds, followed by seamless
payment option using GTN as payment currency, built on top of stellar blockchain
and settling the transaction in the most safe and seamless way.
• Following screenshot represents the layout in which the diamonds available for
purchase is presented in front of the buyer.

Figure 3: Diamond inventory

•

In the above image, the selection of one of the diamonds, in this case
‘GIA-2205220382’ is made and after which the Buyer is directed to click on
‘SHORTLIST’ which takes the Buyer to the ‘Cart’ which is one step closer to
completion of the purchase.
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•

The screen that follows ‘SHORTLIST’ is ‘BOOK YOUR DIAMOND’ page. The page
summarizes about the selection made in the previous step along with commercial
details against the selected diamond. One can understand this as a cart where the
Buyer can confirm his purchase details before moving to check out.

Figure 4: Book your diamond page

•

The above image provides information that the Buyer reviews before moving
towards the payment module. Here, the Buyer can confirm the details and the
amount against the diamond that he wishes to purchase. After reviewing the
details, the Buyer clicks on ‘PROCEED TO PAYMENT’ and moves to check-out page
following which he is supposed to make the payment against the process
transaction.
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•

Moving to the last step before one can own the diamond is, Payments module.
Here, the Buyer is flashed with a wallet address where he is supposed to make the
payment by transferring the defined amount in GTN as shown below:

Figure 5: Payment module

•

In the above screenshot, the system allows 15 minutes to the buyer to complete the
transaction, within which the Buyer is supposed to transfer the said GTN to the
wallet, address specified on the page. Once the entire payment is done, the system
auto-detects and books the diamond in the Buyer’s name.

•

Incase, the Buyer fails to make the complete payment, the transaction is canceled
and the diamond again becomes available for sale to the rest of the Buyers on the
portal.

•

Incase, the Buyer wants to transfer the tokens from multiple account, the system
auto-detects the amount that is received and acknowledges the Buyer by
updating the -PENDING AMOUNT’ in real0time.
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•

The only currency that is accepted on the exchange is ‘GTN – Multifaceted crypto
token’ which is developed on stellar blockchain and is proven to be amongst the
fastest and secure mode of payments.

•

Once the payment is made, following is the ‘ORDER HISTORY’ screen to which the
Buyer is redirected:

Figure 6: Order history

•

The above screen marks the completion of a transaction and acknowledges the
‘BOOKED’ status to the Buyer against his purchase of exquisite diamond and allows
an option to buy more using the ‘BUY MORE’ tab.

SELLER’S GUIDE
The section is focused in serving as a detail guide for the audience who are focused to sell
their authentic diamonds to the large pool of audience and genuine buyers worldwide.
Profile and Buyer Process
•

Attached is a snapshot directly from the buyer’s dashboard. Mainly there are 3 tabs
as follows:
• Order history
• Profile
• Buy more
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The below screenshot represents ‘MY LISTING’ module,designed to give clear idea to the
Seller of his diamond listing on the portal. The page acts as a quick MIS to understand the
detail of the goods uploaded by Seller, Easy access of editing and deleting a listing is
configured on the same page.

Figure 7: Seller's listing
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One of the most important processes for the Seller is to upload diamond on the portal in
order to make it available for Buyers across globe. Attached is the screenshot of the
process cum form which allows the Seller to upload the diamond for listing:

Figure 8: Add diamond page

•

The above is a single page module designed for the seller using which he can
upload a diamond covering all the necessary details required by a potential Buyer
to take a decision on the purchase of the same.
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•

The page is simple and easy to use, so that any type of User can feel comfortable
while listing their items on the portal.

•

Keeping the Buyer’s point of view in mind and providing ease to the Seller with the
process of uploading the diamond, the portal takes care of capturing all the
important information required by a Buyer such as the dimension, carat, color,
grade, cut, etc. along with the highly respected reports from renowned labs. This
provides the Buyer, transparency required to make their decision.

•

Once the diamond is uploaded by the Seller, it requires approval from the GTN
in-house verification team. Once the team verifies the submitted item details, it is
then made available for purchase on the portal.

•

Once the diamond is uploaded, the Seller would be excited to keep a track of the
status. In line with this, a dedicated page goes by the title ‘Order History’ allowing
the Seller to understand the current status of theiritem. The status can vary from
Booked, Rejected, Pending, Purchased or Cancelled. The platform may introduce
another status updates as per business needs. Attached is the screenshot to give an
overview of the same:

Figure 9: Order History
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•

Once the diamond is booked, the Seller gets an intimation and further steps over
email, following which the transaction gets settled. The Buyer receives the diamond
and Seller receives the payment in GTN.

•

The last tab is ‘PROFILE’ which is similar to that available in the Buyer’s flow. The
module where the User can review information submitted by them during
registration and alsoseek his KYC status. The User is allowed to edit various fields here
inorder to update the profile.

Figure 10: Seller's profile page
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CLOSING NOTES
To summarize the overall document, it gives comprehensive insights to the application.
The Buyer and Seller process flow cover the user journeys, at various levels, enabling easy
understanding. The applicable has been built in a manner, that is not only simple to use,
but at the same time caters to diversified market needs and technological requirements.
The User- be it Buyer or Seller, gets to use various functionalities that end up fulfilling
specific objectives, at every stage. The major backbone of the application is the security
aspect, which goes uncompromised at all levels. Considering that a luxury product
(diamond) is being traded for, it makes for an additional responsibility to have a security
measures in place. Hence, the application is built in a manner which combats
vulnerabilities. From customer profiling data, products details, payments and other
back-end information, the application ensures that the information is secured at all levels
of User journey. With immense efforts put-in by DiaEx team, we have been able to come
up a product that aims at integrating the best features of the conventional diamond
industry with, the utility and functionality of the latest blockchain technology. Further, it
also goes about with diminishing barriers, increasing coordination, and instilling trust in
cross-border transactions for the diamond industry.
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DOCUMENT CONVENTIONS
This section covers the naming conventions used throughout the document.
Tech - Technology
XLM - Stellar Lumens
GTN - GlitzKoin token
DiaEx - Diamond exchange
SCP- Stellar Consensus Protocol
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